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Scientific editing and medical proofreading services for the global research community.

We understand the standards and expectations of journal editors and grant reviewers, and we will apply our
scientific writing and editing experience to your documents. Who We Are BioScience Writers was established
in to assist scientists around the world achieve publishing and funding success. Most documents are returned
within 1 week, and average-length manuscripts can usually be revised within days. Why Use Us Experience
and Quality - We offer doctorate-level expertise in most scientific, technical, and medical subjects. My move
was very much coupled with the potential to develop a Swedish synchrotron capable to produce high intensity
X-ray radiation. Privacy and Security - Your documents and personal information will remain completely
confidential. After returning to Uppsala I joined the new department of Molecular Biology where I already had
become docent. BioScience Writers will help maximize the accuracy and impact of your written documents to
enhance your scientific publication and fundraising success. Our premier scientific editing and proofreading
services benefit both native and non-native English speakers. As scientists, we fully understand that the
confidentiality of your ideas and results is essential. Simply email us your document or use our online
submission page. Everyone at BioScience Writers has signed a legally binding nondisclosure agreement. I
received my education in Uppsala, primarily in mathematics and chemistry. I learnt the problems of a new
field as well as new techniques. I obtained my Fil. Liljas biochemistry. In collaboration with Akira Kaji we
could also determine the structure of ribosome recycling factor RRF. What We Can Do For You Precise
presentation of your scientific ideas and results is a critical component of your professional success. The
structures of several ribosomal proteins were determined, but also that of elongation factor G EF-G. Think of
us as your own personal editor, available to assist you at any time! After my mandatory retirement I have
focused on writing. You can always contact us with follow-up questions after you receive your edited
documents. Another part of the work with Michael was writing several reviews. Charles Kurland was in
charge of the department and the ribosome and the translation system was in focus. After some years this
matured into MAX-II, which has been a workhorse for many groups including our department. Learn more In
Lund strong collaborations with groups from Pushchino, Russia, was developed. Each year we serve authors
from more than countries and edit documents submitted to over different scientific, technical, and medical
journals. It was only a small piece, but it provided the first glimpse into the complicated machinery of protein
synthesis. Rapid Turnaround and Personalized Service - You will receive personalized communication from
us about your editing needs, usually within hours of contacting us. If you need your completed revisions in
less time, just ask for our Rush service.


